
Welcome to our monthly newsletter - A roundup of all the news in VR
simulation training from Surgical Science.

New Lap Mentor study

Read a study on laparoscopic simulation and
final year medical students. Results showed
a  “significant improvement in score and time
to complete the basic tasks.” 

More

Coming to a booth near you

Come visit Surgical Science at one of these
March events; SAGES 2022, CREOG &
APGO and the AIUM Annual Meeting.

Events

Getting fully prepped in 2022

See how students around the world are
getting fully prepared for their first patients
using VR simulation training.
#IamFullyPrepped

More

See you at ASRA in Las Vegas

Virginia Budzinski will be at the Annual
Regional Anesthesiology and Acute Pain
Medicine Meeting (ASRA) (Mar 31- Apr 01).
Arrange a time with Virginia to discuss the
PERC Mentor Suite and Spine Mentor.

Email

Learn about benchmarks

Learn how to set benchmarks using the new
MentorLearn user interface.

Watch
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New Spanish brochure

You will find all our Simbionix simulators in
this handy overview. Now in Spanish.

Download

3 tips for medical simulation

Watch a video on How to successfully
implement a medical simulator: 3 practical
tips. (In German with English subtitles)

Watch

TEE and Transseptal Puncture

ANGIO Mentor enables LIVE TEE with a real
probe during transseptal puncture. You can
also develop team training skills to improve
team communication and cooperation.

More

Surgical Science and Simbionix have joined forces to become the world’s leading supplier of
medical VR simulators. Our validated and innovative training simulators provide a safe

environment to master skills and procedures prior to patient interaction.
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